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DICTIONARY OF ART-HISTORY TERMS DICTIONNAIRE DES TERMES D’HISTOIRE de l’ART
by Jean-Pierre MICHAUX, Preface by Pierre ROSENBERG, of the Académie française ,
Honorary Curator-in-chief of the Louvre Museum* an opus of 552 pages on two columns of text ,
published by Elsevier .
*the most visited museum in the whole world.
Up to now , translators had no bilingual reference book in the domain of art-history available in the
whole world, in spite of the fact that English and French are, by far , the two languages which are
the most used in that field, internationally speaking. At long last the museum curators, the
professors, teachers and students in art-history , the art publishers , the auctioneers, the experts
,the art-gallery owners ,the tourist trade, or else the press-departments for the specialised Artmagazines, all of them can now have access to a dictionary that will contain all the translations
(from the English or from the French tongues) the semantic fields which concerns them directly :
Antiquity , archaeology , architecture, arms , ceramics , costumes, decoration, drawing , gilding ,
engraving , heraldry , history , clockwork, jewellery , books & binding , furniture , museology ,
painting , prehistory , religions , sculpture , tapestries & carpets , the theatre , typography , etc.
Do not hesitate any longer to purchase of the very book which was missing on your bookshelves
: this is indeed a reference book for art-lovers.

Jean-Pierre MICHAUX ,
Professeur Agrégé de l’Université , Bachelor’s degree in art-history &
Sworn-in Translator .
→ TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
For you to receive the DICTIONARY ART-HISTORY TERMS (French-English /EnglishFrench)
by Jean-Pierre MICHAUX , 552 pages , hard cover. Elsevier Publishers
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